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INTRODUCTION / ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  

 

Bringing whispers together into scream isn’t an easy job, but taking a vivid look at our reputation at 

ACEworld, this has been one of our prides. From the time of Chronicles of Silence till this moment, we’ve 

been privileged to uphold the stand, and now, we’re unarguably the No 1 literary platform in Nigeria with the 

highest number of anthology publication. 

But how could we have done this without the support of our contributors? No way. This is why we are 

appreciating each and everyone who has ever participated one way or the other in our projects since the 

emergence of this organization.  

Nigeria is ours, and it’s upon us to do what we can whichever way we can to bring her closer to her 

revolution. This is what we have done with this Anthology.  But unfortunately, we could not publish the over 

300 entries received. This is why we had to send some rejection mails. Everyone has the right to their voice 

and we will never deprive anyone that opportunity, but this is an anthology and it has to follow the normal 

procedure. On behalf of the ACEworld team, I apologize to everyone whose submissions were rejected. 

Thank you and may the blessings of God abide with you today and forever.  

 

- Micheal Ace 

Founding Editor & Publisher, ACEworld. 
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YUSUF ISMAIL ABAYOMI 

 

 

JUNE IS DARK IN MY COUNTRY   

 

And we find ourselves in June  

Hoping all will be fun 

But the blood  

Of people of Benue  

Have made the sky blur 

And we find ourselves in June 

We thought the blue sky 

Will be clear  

But the blood  

Of Jos Massacre  

Have made the blue sky turn dark 

June became a riddles  

Whose answer lies in 

Darkness and blood 

Blood of a stranger  

Blood of a friend  

Blood of family  

That foundcomfort 

In solitary confinement 

This is June 

This is darkness  

This is my country  

Clamoring for light 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ONYEMA EMMANUEL 

 

GREEN TRAGEDIES 

what about us?  

what about the Berger bridge?  

and those in Plateau, Jos 

who their F & F can no longer reach? 

have we forgotten?  

or shall we soon forget?  

are they forgotten?  

or we need see more coffins? 

 

earth is tired. 

she cries of being full 

full of blood 

and bodies - old and young - 

full of tears; 

tears shed and unshed, 

full of those full of themselves. 

but not too full   

to accommodate the foolish fat foxes 

who dance with fire 

on the heads of the headless. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ADEBAYO TITI MATTHEWS 

 

NATIONAL HARMTHEM 

 

Arise O loyalists 

Nigeria's call is gain 

To relax from our campaign stress 

with allowance, loots & pay 

The labour of the election 

shall never be in vain 

To steal & forge & lie 

& bound this nation with pogrom 

& lie against the past 

 

I pledge to you my people 

to be faithful to my promises 

to fix you in all my cabinets 

to defend your interests 

& uphold this power, all for our descendants. 

So help me gourd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

UDEKWE CHIKADIBIA 

 

LIVING WOUNDS 

Come to May, 

Live with us in July, 

Fight with herdsmen like child's play. 

Our able bodied men fight to finish 

To secure fatherland but two of five bare lie. 

Evil they've done us. 

We welcome their cattle; 

Thorns to our flesh. 

We welcome their meat, 

Since then, morning we die— 

Living wounds are like laughter so surplus. 

At twilight their bloody knock came. 

Troubled brothers we thought, 

They came in. 

Saw us lying bare, 

Our bones were conquered, 

Leaving us many living wounds. 

We would've ne'er wished to 

Send their cattle away. 

We would've ne'er wished so! 

As our crowns owed them debt, 

Indeed pounds of flesh, 

And our land befriended them with sweet graze. 

 

 

 



 

 

When we cry for justice, 

Scepters would say we are daydreaming 

To this effect brothers listening 

We will wake up on grazing bill. 

Madness right? 

It is no madness at all! 

Later in the evening, after the fresh flow of red waters; 

From our able bodied youths, 

Later, after devouring our flowers and 

Deflowering them all, 

Later in the last belated late evening after rainfall 

Of annihilation and decapitation... 

They would love us to confide in them that woefully failed, 

Giving us token, yes, for the maim meted 

That is sleeping and snoring inside our bone marrows. 

Oh! Offsprings, sight well the modern midianites, ne'er befriend them— 

They left in us deep living wounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TEMIDAYO OPEYEMI JACOB 

 

THEY DIDN'T TELL US 

 

"Do North go there!" — 

an herdsman with metal stick, 

painted with broken bullets 

that can run through the heart 

and drench children's little hope 

of seeing sunrise after sunset. 

 

"Do not South at them!" 

That's the way an Ibadan girl 

taught me not to shout with anger 

at the mosquitoes which sucked 

the blood of her father and mother 

before she opened her two eyes. 

 

"Hold your Waist and run! Run 

whenever you see them! Run!" 

That's how a blind Igbo boy 

that lives in the West of Niger area 

taught me how to run. He learnt this 

after they killed his dreams alive. 

 

Fearless fire! Broken bottles! bEasts! 

They burn struggling hopes with fire. 

They break promises like bottles. 

Our mothers did not tell it to us 

before we left the womb we held. 

They didn't tell us this is Nigeria. 

 

 

 



 

 

BELLO SODEEQ ADEKUNLE 

 

A habitat of smiting slum & afflicting hoodlums. 

Where burglary, treachery & security breaching 

Becomeour atrocious hasty nimbleness. 

A tunnel of hell where darkness diffuses 

And brightness evaporates into gloomy cloud of perversity. 

Here is a county -her norms being antiquated 

And tradition becomes the pollens of humiliation 

Dispersed, drenched & drowned in the prurience depth of unfamiliar culture 

With hope to dredge upon its swerving tide. 

Pitying a land -where administration is grasped with monstrous hand of 

plutocracy 

And inequity the most contiguous word for democracy 

Quavering for a realm where pusillanimity deprive virtuous heirs 

To sit on the imperiled imperial throne of ribald. 

Citizens becoming villeins under berserk villains, 

Sculpture obstructed in the mirror of unity by stretches of adversity. 

Felicitating evils & falsehood ascend like beaming sun of twilight 

Abdicating goods & truthfulness a remnant dump in the sludge of unjust 

This is Nigeria where qualities don't suit qualifications 

And qualifications were certified to slothful figures & dimwits. 

Countless disgruntled employees, jobless graduates & tactless youths 

Were only remembered in scenery of regress, not progress. 

Benue flows red the blood of her allied countrymen 

Plateau -the nation's food basket turns carcass casket. 

Soul soothing pages of lullabies become shredding leaves 

Remaining pages filled with series of reeds (requiem, epitaph, elegy & dirge) 

Oh Nigerians, I summoned you & not barbarous civilians 

Let the mires drip into oblivion & futile soil filches with breeze of moment 

Let love trail & enmity derail -for Niger to solemnly flow with milk & honey 

Let implant the seed of optimised vision to outgrow the weed of ethnicity 

For a fertile land, better nation & unperturbed habitat is what we beseech. 

 



 

 

BLESSED AYEYAME 

 

 

when this rods were being laid 

it was for a united country 

that held hope for all 

it's citizens, north or south 

This is Nigeria blessed 

with resources stretching 

across its 36 pillars of diversity 

This is Nigeria blessed 

with a tolerant climate 

a faithful weather and armies 

of young and vibrant citizens 

ready to stake their claim 

for the soul of a derailing nation. 

 

Arise, O youthful mass 

the country of our father's dream 

calls our hearts and hands to act 

to donate our thoughts, words and works 

to this river of unity almost running dry 

to a nation bleeding hatred instead of love 

for a people united by poverty yet divided by ethnicity. 

It is time to invoke the spirit of oneness 

time to cast out all trivialities 

for any nation can be great again 

if its people believe and unite as one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

EMMANUEL KOLAWOLE IJALANA 

 

FARMGRAVES 

 

There’s a hole in this man, in this land. 

In his eyes I see death. 

I see, 

Thetaste of things 

Like the unspoken words strandedin a farmer’s last breath. 

 

Its true, 

Every breath has a story in it. 

Some efface like bubbles telling you there’s a life beneath these waters, 

While others are bloods in the yam we eat {once upon a time} 

but beneath this our own consciousness lies deep strengths  

only floods or droughts will ever reveal. 

 

But farms were meant for seeds not farmer’s heads, 

Not lifeless bodies sown on bloody soils laying there dead. 

One day you’ll be me, 

One day you’llsee with my eyes, 

How a farmland becomes its owner’s grave. 

How headsmen uproot yams to feed their cows, 

And replant the lonely ground with farmers head. 

 

While somewhere in BarkinLadi, 

Inside mother’s thatched kitchen {5:36pm at sun down} 

Few inches from cooking fire: 

A woman forlornly awaits. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

By this time 

Her pot of soup normally calls to home the husband, 

But there a news in the smoky-air salting her naïve eyes‘that she is the latest widow in town’ 

Or maybe he caught a rabbit?maybe his rickety bicycle broke down. 

AndJust before she guessed right, 

Suddenly, 

something like the moon dropped from the sky. 

 

Death on the spot: 

So quick like electric shock, 

Bullets raining, bodies flailing, ash!fire!! Death!Death! 

Just 3 minutes later, she crawls in the trail of her own blood 

Cringed to death, she reaches for the broken door. 

Unexpectedly, death meets her on the floor with the name of God half-spoken within her tongue. 

 

This is Nigeria: 

A dream where violence is the voice of a silent mind, 

And the government’s indifference in eternal transmission confusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

OPARA CHIZARAM  ADAOBI 

 

BROKEN BOTTLES AND A BATTLE 

 

She sits and wait 

Religiously watching the time 

Seconds go by 

Minutes enter hours 

She anxiously awaits 

Emeka- her "darling" husband. 

 

It is almost midnight 

But the gate doesn't creak 

The horn doesn't sound 

And the door doesn't open. 

The meal she prepared 

Had turned cold. 

Just when she decides to go to bed, 

The gate creaks, 

The horn sounds, 

The door opens 

And in comes Emeka 

With a bottle and a battle. 

Her head bleeds 

As she suffers the aftermath 

Of her confrontation. 

Yesterday it was a broken bottle 

Tomorrow it may be a war. 

Chika is set to leave her husband 

And you condemn her? 

 

 

 



 

 

OLANIYI OLOLADE MOSES 

 

BURNING LINES 

(For my country) 

 

If you have never been to a war front,  

You wouldn't know how it feels to be a Nigerian.  

If you've never tasted battle,  

You wouldn't know what it takes to live in Naija. 

Every newspaper has hot news to tell.  

Every radio station holds a sad story, 

And every television carries a scary picture; 

Of a home burnt, of a hope gone, 

Of peace broken into pieces,  

Of oddity that becomes daily news 

and of Judas betraying Jesus everyday. 

There is no how you would spell N-I-G-E-R-I-A 

And you wouldn't think of disaster here and there.  

Truth is missing, love is missing, 

money is missing --  nothing is safe anymore. 

The gavel of justice is broken into pieces  

and aged change begins to change to chains.  

 

This is Nigeria, there is no reward for truth,  

Lies become our National Anthem.  

We do not export nothing but nude pictures in music videos.  

This is Nigeria, I hope someday, we find healing! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HENRY AMAMI 

 

 

PRAYERS IN THE RAIN 

 

Come rain! Rain come 

Pour forth, rain 

Purge our hearts 

Of hatred and indignations 

 

Flood away the anarchy in this land 

Wash off the littered blood 

Of our kins adorning the street of BarkinLadi 

 

Cast out the spirit of chaos 

And tyranny that has taken 

Hostage of us in our farmland 

 

Extinguish from us 

Every faith 

Every tongues 

Every shades that pit us 

Against our brothermen 

 

Pour forth! Rain! 

Give succor to the soul of the fallen 

Relief our grief that we may stand aright 

Wipe out completely those that relishes our agony 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Pour forth, rain 

Heal our wounds 

Cleans our land 

Purify our hearts 

That we may love and 

Live as one again 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ADETAYO OMOTOYOSI ADEOLU 

 

THE SERVITUDE CALLED N.Y.S.C 

 

In submission I yield to the clarion call, 

You clothed me in drills and labour 

The rigour of my slave masters- 

Soldiers,CampCommandant,Plantoon officers 

Made me wank in regret. 

 

I was issued a meal ticket 

Fed with malnourished ingredients 

The type that will wake up corpses 

Using their arteries andveins 

Like Jesus did during his sojourn on earth  

 

 

My wings wasbeehived of activities; 

Teaching, Smoking and Vex-inn. 

I took solace in the body of village girls 

Randomly occupying the boreholes under their legs. 

What a pity ! 

I took revenge on the village girls. 

 

I Agonize that I spent my strength unavainlgly, 

Like birds beating their wings, 

Against the bars of a cage of freedom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

I was greeted with a paper in return 

My name was penned on it 

It looks like a certificate 

It signifies my freedom 

From the cage of modern slavery. 

 

I took it with mixed feelings 

Danced away my sorrow into the winds 

Of happiness, freedom and prospect. 

Even the musicians dropped their instruments 

To applaud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

JOHAKEEM TALISMAN JUDE 

 

 

THIS IS NIGERIA 

 

From the dwindling economy to infrastructural decay 

From social unrests to poverty and bloodshed 

From the bloody rivers of Benue to the crushed plateaus of plateau 

From the Lazy youth slander to the blunders of Iberiberism 

From corruption to surreptitious activities 

From Boko Haram to the merciless Fulani herdsmen 

From the Silence of Religious leaders to the dumbness of power 

From the Naira-Dollar exchange rate tussle to the ever increasing inflation 

From Cyber crime to S.A.R.S  overstepping citizens constitutional rights 

Transmission, Transmission 

Transmitting tantrums to transmitted Ears 

Operation python dance is the the new Bata 

A perilous dance to the people of the east 

Man and animals partnering in the looting business 

Today is a snake swallowing billions 

Tomorrow it's a Monkey absconding with the revenues of Banana republic 

When did the mentality of the so-called leaders become Animalistic? 

What was my Mother's life like after the brutality of the civil war? 

What was my Father's gain serving his father land in blood,sweat,toils and Years? 

Reaping the jaws of eternal passage in fear and hatred 

From Achilles of Heroes past 

This is Nigeria in Transition 

To a better place 

Where the dead roam free to eat dirt with the living 

Where more wails are dubbed as Anthems for the Many generations unborn. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ONATOLA ABIODUN 

 

 

DEATH TRAPS AND ESCAPE ROUTE. 

 

I.  

 

Before we come to Salvation  

We are led in handcuffed hand,chained legs and covered faces 

To their consecrated altar, 

Sharpened stainless dazzled along the border of Our neck.  

Our red milk of painful pleasure trooped out in melodious parade and decorated their dark shrines in 

multicolored fanatism... 

We renunced our post for where are posted.Expost 

 

The saint in burnt feet and reddish eye...  

The Sinner in heavenly merrying... 

 

II. 

 

Before we come to starvation.We are led to the fun-filled hall of a food filled flask.  

A thousand serving table full of delicacies. 

Our Mouth chewed,feedful to fed-up. 

-Grint that are groudly grant. 

 

A billion alcoholic wine was fastened upon Our anointed head,hail-nointed hair.  

 

III. 

 

Before we come to realization.We tarried on this mountain of unheeding  

A fun-filled charades rent this atmosphere.A silent voices speak warning at His loudest.We thought it was not 

from here but there.! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

We Dear the deer and we became hunger expellant for them  

- The overbearing Bear. 

 

IV. 

 

Before the Death come: 

We are shown the part of life,the past of Our Life.  

 

We saw Our flesh lowered to the four shaped underground chamber  

But we are the one who refused to raised Ourspirits.We are razed by them 

-The Saviour of doom... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

DAHUNSI-VICTOR OLABODE 

 

 

WHERE I LIVE  

 

We are still breathing to mourn ourselves  

We are staying alive to bury eachother. 

 

Government will tell us: 

put a palm over your face and forget  

the blades that tore your father's skin 

 

put a palm over your face and forget  

about roses that rose in the grave. 

 

Everyday, we mend the cracks in our tongues, 

hide the bitter stench zooming out of our bodies 

 

Even when grief crush us like a shattered glass, we keep mute  

Because it's a taboo for the giant of Africa to cry. 

 

Our mouth is too ashamed to speak 

about the screaming of dead bodies in  

Benue, Jos, Kaduna, Zamfara ... 

 

Our mouth is too ashamed to speak  

Of how a man with a sucken eyeball  

will slit the throat of another man  

and give the blood to his cows to drink. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The grunting of cows was what I don't want to hear  

but when the cries of small children in a gutted car  

rented the atmosphere somewhere around Lagos  

All I can shed is dry tears. 

 

But just like FelaKuti : 

"This uprising will unleash the beast in us." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ISOBOYE DANAGOGO 

 

 

THIS IS NIGERIA 

 

Every day we walk passed the sun 

asfrivolousity is the room where my father's name is used as curtain. 

 

Feather takes the birds through 

the memory of the cloud, because this is Nigeria where money songs and dance in churches and mosques. 

 

Father Mbaka is a sermon 

like truth squeezed out of a broken country after Imam Abu used alphabets to deflower Quran. 

 

Politics is the left hand of Nigeria. 

We all are lies as dry as burnt leaves settled on the surface 

of our heroes past. 

 

Everybody is a thief as the original thieves are those who knows how to diversificate, the oil and agriculture 

sectors like the 

twelve pieces of silver Judah used to tell the world Jesus is crucifixion. 

 

Find out who is your brother 

because tribalism is the boundary between Nigeria and underdevelopment. 

 

Nigeria is a house without a roof. 

Nepotism is how we take our bathes as Nigerians because this is Nigeria where our mouths are the graves in 

Benue and Jos. 

 

Writer IsoboyeDanagogo. A student of Rivers State University studying  

Marketing.A lover of books and poetry. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

JAMES PATIENCE CHIOMA 

 

 

THE TRUTH-BLEEDING PEN 

 

Void of strength and coercion they say we be, 

Yet before us we behold of a surety, 

A rule with every kind of banality, 

Aye!, the worst peddlers of mediocrity 

 

That this entire travesty we may displace, 

Ineptitude in disguise of setting the pace, 

Beyond these sleeves that we would ace, 

And for posterity, together find that place 

 

Peace for justice or justice for peace?, 

Who really would place priorities?, 

With the truth-bleeding pen and all alacrities, 

Sever ever pernicious authorities? 

 

To live out a new rebirth, here is the cue, 

Our voices again, never to subdue, 

In every life, the substance to endue, 

The high hands with motives through and true. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

MEMBIS GODWIN 

 

 

THIS GREAT COUNTRY NIGERIA 

 

We are neither at war or at peace 

Nothing is even at ease 

We are just centered by fear  

Afraid of those dubious people  

Who said we voted them to power 

We are even afraid of living 

Dying is another fear of its own 

We are just afraid of everybody 

Our neighbours under the sun  

And nightworkers under the moon 

Each thunder strick is a heartflip  

And when people run pass us 

We run also to their confuse way 

Afraid of what they could say 

We thought we made the right choice  

And vote would make us rejoice  

But, every election result puzzles 

Someone worse always win 

Yes, we are neither at war or peace  

I am sure no one is really relaxing 

Those who claim to does with fear  

The rich fear the poor afraid of them  

Police are afraid of politicians  

Politicians who are afraid of themselves  

Judges afraid of passing judgement  

 

 

 



 

 

Lawyers afraid of treating cases  

Law is even afraid of being made 

For it is made by people above it 

Maybe fear is our National symbol 

I sit beside watching the flag 

Which seems as tired as the country 

Maybe it's even afraid of flying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

SULAIMAN SHERIF OPEYEMI 

 

 

THIS IS NIGERIA 

 

Birthed in a pool of fear— 

With grudges leashed in folds, 

Flaunting flaws and feasting on famine. 

Clinging to a theme of heroine. 

 

Breeding sacreds 

And bleeding hatred. 

In her crude, she slumbers, 

In her green she's blundered. 

 

The boomed boomeranged, 

Bewildered and blunted by blunders, 

Creeping and slipping 

in suffering and agony. 

 

Fleshes, 

Defenestrated on their soils— in their homes. 

Bones, 

Shattered within and without. 

 

The shackled 

have their hopes perished. 

The sprouts 

have their morrows bearished.  

 

Would she uncloth the stained garment, 

And wear the agbada of lost glory? 

 

 



 

 

 

JOHN CHIZOBA VINCENT 

 

 

AND JESUS WEPT FOR NIGERIA 

 

Silent!  

Open your Bible to Saint John 11:35 

Somewhere at the junction of fate and survival 

let's see the guiltless tears quaking this messed land! 

Old sweat of the saints gathered 

Ancient blood of the cross stood 

And the curtain broke into two 

Cracking the raven of the blind side of a land  

pouring an old wine into a new bottle.  

If there is a God, it is obvious he's weeping  

for my country home. 

Karma is home again &oblivion of its glories  

Shall tame this burning flames of Christ' tears.  

Are the Saints still crying of their betrayed shadows? 

Nigeria left us a sad song to be swallowed into our mouth 

like the body of Christ.  

How do we spell genocide? 

How do we write jungle justice on a paper? 

Are the Chibokgirls back from Sambisa forest?  

I never knew tears have voices too until 

they are adapted in the chronicle of emptiness.  

When we started from genesis,  

We sighted those broken bridges in exodus 

Parting the morals to see death multiplying. 

And Jesus wept, not for sin but for a home like ours.  

Yet, every night we burn incenses before sleep 

Hoping that each dawn we'll see through those illusion 

in the tears my home brings. 

 

 



 

 

 

Yet,  Jesus still weeps for a land my leaders made a 

public forest of pleasure.  

My home: your face is now walking behind a black sun!  

We'll cease to make ourselves pillars of death. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

OLA W. HALIM 

 

AN ODE TO FLAGS  

 

You are no longer a child.  

You now know what our people say about our flag.  

A green, a white, and another green. 

They have taught you in school that they mean productivity and peace and plentiful.  

But you know what our people say,  

And I am one of our people, and I will tell you the truth: 

Your.Teacher.Lied. 

Green is greed. The type glorified under gories I forbid your eyes to see.  

Can you give a blind man a rod and tell him, "Man, it's a toothbrush!"?  

You cannot produce children whose ribs are the multiplication tables you hummed from the womb. No!  

Or graduates whose certificates are bedding for cockroaches. Can you?  

Whence, then, does productivity sprout?  

Peace is a piece of broken mirror left to rust in the dust.  

Did you not hear of Benue fetching blood from its rivers, and harvesting  

Flesh from its orchards?  

Maybe you didn't. What about Akin? When he was killed serving Fatherland, what did they say?  

"God gives. God takes. God rest his soul." 

Plentiful is like a story that ends before you begin to enjoy it.  

Let us forget about browsing Lagos on barefoot and inversed hearts,  

Or dying from oil spillage in Delta,  

Or sending your daughter to Italy to trade her secrecy,  

Or renewing our dates of birth every year so that we remain fifty-four forever  

Let us pretend we do not do those things because of hunger and thirst.  

Instead, let us sing an ode to our flag.  
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II 

I believe in the collective colours of my dream, 

   A nation of sane men and women and children 

Of energized labour and efficient economy 

   Diversified in all sector yet unified without dichotomy. 

  

Where heavy flows of oil floods the nation 

   And bountiful left overs of harvest feeds other nations, 

Commerce is done with hospitality in our land of equity. 

  

God’s own state that strives to the highest peak, 

   Land of promise that light, glories in her milk; 

Pearls of tourism, home of peace, people’s paradise. 

  

III 

The salt of the food (in) basket which makes the heart beat 

   Points the finger of God to her coal city, power, solid minerals  

From the land of virtue through the gateway of heartland in east 

   Of learning with Sahel’s pride, pace setting under the sunshine nature’s gifts. 

  

 

 



 

 

 

With treasure base, pride farming, green dignity,  

   Tour in peace to caliphate seat in territorial unity. 

A new world mapped out of confluence in the jewel of the savannah. 

  

IV 

This is NIGERIA! 

The country of my dream, 

I dream (not an idle hope) of a country that manifest her slogans.   

  

  

Footnote: 

1.      The first stanza is a popular song of Nigerian  nity in  oru ba  Language by King Sunny Ade. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ADESINA AJALA 

 

I DO NOT CRY  

 

When the pages of the newspapers turn wearily before me with stories of corruption, hatred, killings & kidnaps 

choking my nostrils, 

I do not cry. 

 

When the political elites toy my countrymen around with some stolen notes & some crumbs of food & 

clandestinely rob powers from their thumbs, 

I do not cry. 

 

When looters wear harmless faces on white babariga to mosques & masked in piety attend church with me, 

Like a tambourine, I quiver my heart in praises to my God & I do not cry. 

 

When sceneries offered accidents on our gullied roads scathe my mind & echoes of the giant of Africa scald my 

sincere eardrums, 

I do not cry. 

 

When the best of my nation trudge overseas & when a country puts limits on my aspirations, 

In all, I do not cry. 

 

When folks discuss how foul this land smells & affirm their hope to perpetuate the doldrums, 

I muster courage enough to giggle with them, why should they see me cry?  

 

I remember again how my pin - headed poetry will fail to prick the kind cruel ears of a nation, 

My eyes become craters of tears, well & spill warm floods across my cheeks. 

 

I still do not cry. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CRYSTAL E POET 

 

EXPENSIVE DEMONS  

 

On sunny day 

You see them richly dressed 

With ridiculous display the walk 

Slowly silently they walk 

Like the holy of the holiest  

Test justice are far fetched  from their path  

Days and night  

Tears refuse to dry off our eyes 

And we lament in agony 

We're faced with excruciating pains 

Pains of disease and sickness  

That defy diagnosis and cure  

Yet these expensive wizard  

Battle endlessly with the invisible  

Forces of corruption and crisis 

They're found with sophisticated weapons 

Yet the head couldn't checkmate the tail 

Ethnic clashes and territorial wars 

Refuse to evacuate our land  

Bringing  oppression and conflict 

Now our children jare subjected  

To the invisible forces of decay  

Like an empty promise that chase dons  

Our land now an arid nurse of lion 

Now is the time we choose 

To fight these expensive demons  

If our expectation must equal to reality  

If question marks won't be 

 

 



 

 

The answer to our calls 

Now is time to set our home right  

They have through sand against the wind  

And its time we blow it back  

These expensive demons must die.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

MUHAMMADNASIR ALOBA 

 

THIS IS NIGERIA 

 

where a body beat his chest of gimmies for his soul  

and savagery wrapped all over our bones to draw blood 

where love was written on the surface of the rain and 

got washed out before we could put a lock on it's spelling 

 

where we couldn't decipher the message written in the sky 

and couldn't discern the tongue of which the earth orate 

where our shade gives bonfire the go to burn us to embers 

to shape us in irreversible and a chemical that do change. 

 

where we painted our moonlight in a dark black pigment 

and bottleneck our sight of the luminous fashioned for us 

where our guards strength are weaken by the sun parlor 

where on our own we learnt the technic of self salvation. 

 

where a man interpret the sound of his tommy,-of hunger 

and we do not work on the void sound to produce a music 

where religion has blindfolded our sight to espy the way of  

which we are deemed to cast out humanity to one another. 

 

where looting, massacre, abduction are the three pools  

binding together the alphabets that makes up my country 

where the compos-mentis were pull strings by the obvious  

birdbrained to whip out their sense of reasoning likewise 

 

maybe tomorrow, I would write again of my country with  

the other tone alongside my other pen. 

 

 

 



 

 

UCHENDU K NJIONYE 

 

 GREEN AND RED 

 

It’s said 

“Red stands for living and Green for life” 

where I come from our rainbow has lost two colors, 

one Green, the other red. 

  

Green is life 

oozing red extinction 

where I come from our Greens are fermented 

and our streets a loitering of hot red. 

  

There are two major fears in my country 

you may wake in the pool of your own blood... 

You may wake to see cattles devouring your greens. 

  

Two major rivers where I come from; 

one is Niger 

the other, Pool of Benue. 

  

Where I come from, we sing two Anthems 

R for Ready 

G for Grin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MICHAEL AKUCHIE 

 

IF JUSTICE SHOULD DARE ASK FOR HELP  

this work is does not in any way glorify politics & thinks it be scrapped 

 

the inglorious exchange where we trade our future for camouflage gifts is a double edged sword,  

it knows how to make us burst into harmonious dirges & pathetically not know how to regain our dignities.  

a preacher with an eye for the offering basket & the other locked inside the monstrously large bosom of the 

newcomer sister is light 

when juxtaposed with a scheming politician. 

others may surrender their futures for abuse & raping but i fucking disagree, 

membership to a future without true freedom is a slap on god's cheek.  

selling my soul for tasteless lies or with slackened promises that have lost weight with retelling is an unplanned 

leap into hell's rectum.  

we are fucked if we keep wearing mindless smiles while our rights get siphoned through  

documented restrictions.  

fuck, i just built my middle finger into a tower that tells world politicians to assemble in a darkroom,   

and go ahead to play god with their dicks & pussies, letting cum rain as a veiled blessing.  

i am a soldier who does not fear death, more than half of my body smells of my family's ghosts,  

with them, i promise to strike a match with this poem and audaciously paint the skins of  

election hypocrites with fire — brilliant glow damning them forever.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ELIZABETH FRANK AMARA 

 

 

MY MOTHERLAND 

 

My motherland is a reflection of our leaders past. 

 

we are supposed to be the rulers 

of the age to come. 

but now, 

we do not even know if there is an age. 

 

This street I call my home, 

has rid me of bright mornings. 

burying in me scars and gashes 

of memories I now recollect in fragments. 

memories of how yesterday was bliss 

with blooming faces twinkling  

like the skies. 

 

This place I've made my own 

has shed me of my garment 

in the presence of my enemies. 

and you see this earth I tread on? 

it has swallowed my treasures- 

i dug once, through the night, 

but all I could find were varieties of liquid and red.  

maybeits a new gem. 

 

My fellow countrymen help in chanting the song  

"Oh my home..." 

with reminisce and pain in their hearts. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Now I ask too... 

"...when shall I see my native land..." 

Again? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ABIOYE SAMUEL AKOREDE 

 

 

HOW TO KNOW OUR NAMES 

 

We've seen so many things craving for our butterflies—lives: 

How death dressed in suit to bewitch our girls 

Into the arena of no return, 

And how we leftovers lost our voices in air of recession. 

We've seen how our sons fought wars of cultures without been armoured 

By the tongue of our fathers. 

 

Isn't it ridiculous, that we try to stop a burning fire 

When our own hearts dressed in raiment of Gun-powder? 

There are times, I look deep inside myself, 

To check if this engine could run this race all alone. 

I guess we all have such thought: 

Throwing up all our hopes into an empty well of self-righteousness; 

Where our fathers made demarcation of forbidden fruits. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

We are twinkling stars that should walk with the night of our fathers 

Just like the language our skins speak. 

Not with the daylight that exposes  

Man into beautiful doom of lust of races. 

 

And if we could know well our names, 

What they mean & what they wield... 

Then, we can tame this raging storm within us 

And sail this castle boat towards the island of reciprocating dignity. 

For we are Nigerians— the refined product of a raw glory 

That shines in beautiful shadowy blackness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESSAY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ODEYEMI MUBARAK 

 

LET’S LIVE WHILE WE CAN 

It is in no doubt that the world we live in today is in a moribund state. It’s arguably being occupied by the 

worse, if not the worst generation of human beings to ever surface. A race of people with no iota of compassion 

for human lives whatsoever,  one full of atrocities committed by both young and old all in the name of survival. 

It has gotten to the stage where after every crimes committed by individuals, all they proclaim as means of 

justification to whatever vices they commit is “I was only trying to make ends meet, I have families depending 

on me for survival”. For many years, many individuals continue to say corruption has come to stay and they set 

their mindset on this pessimism. Higher institutions nowadays are not the fountain of knowledge they used to be 

but now a plain abattoir to slaughter human beings, a lawn to demoralize and unfortunately instill fear inside 

many compliant citizens who are willing to pursue nothing but the best education. People live in fear of getting 

kidnapped or killed, ladies are afraid of walking when it’s dark to avoid getting raped, just because the country 

won’t give them reasons to overcome this fear. The interest of the masses are no longer paramount to those we 

always sacrifice our energy to put in higher places to guide and lead us aright and make life better for us, 

butthese so called representatives who come kneeling their feet vying for various political appointments all 

forget the saying “A man’s word should always be his pride and honor” such that when they mount the position, 

they begin to perpetrate all manners of atrocities.  These same set of people are the ones who continue to pave 

ways for criminals, turn lives in turmoil and make disorderliness order of the day. Perhaps when we strive to 

escape the waves and tides of corruption regardless of the fact that corruption has become a termite that has 

eaten deep into the flesh of the nation in its every nook and cranny, Life will be filled with an ambience of 

peace and order. 

Would you like to carry on the plague of corruption and make life uneasy for human beings alike? Would you 

also rob fellow beings coveredin tissues and blood their peace? 

It doesn’t take  a  only a righteous mind to change the way of lives of a group of people, but dampening one’s 

soul in the right ocean filled with knowledge and altruism. Mahatma Gandhi is not a god but humans like you 

and me, we don’t need a saint to be the agent of change and salvation, all the world needs is you; to save our 

wrecking ship and its entire crew, to be the messiah bringing end to the moribund state we find ourselves. 

“W       h        h             h                          v   ” - Michael Jackson 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FICTION / NONFICTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

DAVID A. OLOWOEYO 

 

 

THE DEVIL IN US  

I met a man at the KetuBRT bus terminal some few months after my arrival to Lagos. The man was trying to 

seal a bargain with a certain Hausa date fruits monger, but he had this terrible  oruba accent and it doesn’t 

seems like the date monger was understandingwhat He was trying to communicate at all.So I moved closer to 

them and told the date fruits monger in Hausa language what the Yoruba man was trying to communicate with 

him. 

And then the bus arrived just in that same minute, and we all popped in following a straight queue like some 

school Kids matching off the assembly ground. 

The bus took off and didn’t stop until we arrived at MajidunOgolonto where some commuters dropped off the 

bus including the lady that was sitting next to me. 

 The Yoruba man stood up from where He was seated, walked down the passage through the back seats and sat 

beside me ‘’thank you for the other time’’ he said  as the bus took off again and I replied ‘’you are welcome’’  

Then he asked ‘’are you an Aboki’’and I replied with a ‘’no’’ I understand that he was trying to ask if I am a 

Bahaushe, because the term ‘’Aboki’’ is a Lagos compound noun given to almost every northerner.  

And then I replied ‘’I am a man with a  oruba origin, born and brought up in Dala’’  

‘’why did you come here’’ He asked again 

And I replied saying‘’guess the killings was too much, lack of peace, poverty caused by unemployment and a 

fear of what might happen in the next minute’’he smiled and said ‘’everything you mentioned also happens 

here, it is the Boko haram over there, here it is the Badoo. Unemployment here is very high, almost all our 

youths are at home jobless and those that decide to be self-employed are discouraged by the barbaric structure 

of thegovernment. Poverty, pocket pickers, arm robbers, 419 and G-boys.’’  

‘’what’s that?’’ I cut in and he continued 

 

 

 



 

 

‘’fraudsters, I meant fraudsters are all over the places but change has come, and it is now in our hands to choose 

change or not.Enough is enough! This government has failed us for complete sixteen years.Lack of electricity, 

bad healthcare system, bad transportation system, high cost of living, (sigh) you know what?  This coming 

election, it is either the progressive congress or no other political party because I believe in change; I believe my 

country can be better! I stand for change.’’  

 

The bus stopped we were already at the Agric BRT bus stop I bided him goodbye and dropped off the bus. 

 The day of election came,also believing in change I dusted my voters card and casted my vote for the 

progressive congress. 

Some weeks later the result was announced.We won! I called for a party, and we celebrated a new Nigeria 

At least, the newspapers headlines changed for some months, we heard encouraging news. This prompted me to 

park the pictures of my two friends that died during the boko haram crises and buried them withthe ‘’words 

justice has been served, boko haram has been conquered.’’ Thinking that I have paid my douse; that I deserve 

some accolade, until recession looted in, the cost of living became higher, over hundred girls were abducted in 

Dapchi and tens murdered, arm robberies and insecurity took over again and no any reasonable approach to 

combat unemployment, lack of electricity and the bad transportation system, just then I realize that we are still 

on the same page, that we have been fooled again, that the fight for a free corrupt country wasn’t what it sounds 

like but rather  a political technique to sabotage the opposing political party; that there was never a change; 

‘’That this is Nigeria’’ the Devil we must embrace. 

And now after three years of dark days, a new budget has been signed again.N4,906,822 allocated for books for 

the vice president, N308million for the construction of a new VIP wing at the state house clinic, N322,421,971 

to link a cable to the drivers’ restroom at the Aso villa, N213,873,953 to link a cable from guest house number 9 

generator house to the gate……  

The predators preys as the number of the Plateau-Benue killings increase day by day, children been separated 

from their parent likewise, our tomorrow gradually been destroyed at our own watch and we have no power 

over it. Indeed this is Nigeria, the Devil in us. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

OHIOZE ESTHER 

 

THIS IS NIGERIA 

 

 GbimGbim came the sound from my mother’s chest,it reminded me of the effort she put while swaying the 

pestle.But only now it wasn’t a joyous occasion, we weren’t expecting a hearthy meal but the survival of our 

heart depended on the ability of our legs  They’ve been another explosion from the pipes,our lives were in 

danger.Where are we going?I didn’t know.My father couldn’t farm,his land had been polluted.My elder brother 

had joined the militants against my father’s wish.My father was an innocent citizen who wouldn’t engage in 

warfare.He believed in prayer and faith but I had wondered why God had not saved our village pastor who died 

while fetching petrol from the river.But he was my father, we had to follow him and run.Suddenly,I felt another 

part of me had left but I just couldn't think what it was. We got to the river and there it happened,woe! I had lost 

my little brother in the race.Behind us was a thick smoke,we couldn’t turn back.My legs shivered,I watched as 

my mother let loose of her breast and running like an angry buffalo ,she headed towards the direction of the 

smoke only to be held by some men before she turned to a pillar of salt. 

  Those days were gone.Today,I couldn’t feel the sound of my chest nor my heart beat.The land has been 

plagued and I’ve been cursed. et not I, but the barons of incompetent leaders have savaged our dreams in broad 

day.I saw people sinking in the rivers of their own eyes, yet I couldn’t weep for this country,all I wanted to do 

was to run ,run and run..It was a long race, the creeping child had learned to walk. 

  "Lady, Lady"I heard her call, she was calling on me I guessed but I couldn't act as a lion. I felt the wetness of 

my pant as the rivers of thirst swirled closer.These men were very thirsty, I couldn't lend them any water, I've 

been dried completely. I thought of my father, I prayed he was safe. He had thought me to believe in God and 

exercised faith. I did believed in him but what use was faith? Now I could feel my eyes water, I wanted to grab 

the little boy as I remembered Ejiro my brother. But it was too late, his head was torn. Once more I thought of 

praying for myself, if God could teach these rulers how to be leaders, then I saw an Imam gesturing us toward 

his mosque. I was relieved, if I survived the night, I would head first for Lagos the next day .I hope it would be 

save there.  

  The South had brought me sorrow,I left my parent in the west only to come to the north to get my mind 

straight but these shadows wouldn’t leave me. et not I but the nation.I cried but was grateful I survived the 

killings but my greatest fear,”I was already dead within”.I remembered the days when as kids, we would run 

around, go for fishing and accompany our parent to the farm till it happened. I had dreamt of a better life but the 

cat couldn't roar no matter how fierce it was. I just needed to see my father, I heard Lagos roads were always 

busy, I hope he was safe among those "tankers". 

 

 



 

 

 

  As I got to the park,I met a young child with the Nigerian flag.He was hawking .Persuading me to buy,I asked 

angrily;"why should I? “He said ,because it’s green and white.Amazed I asked how.Hesaid,”This is Nigeria a 

pure nation with vision,filled with natural resources and have great healing power” I was touched.Here was a 

kid who’ve lost everything but with hope. 

  Nigeria!Have suffered a lot but have endured all through.ButNigeria,is blessed with men of vision. This is 

Nigeria,this is my father’s land,a land full of icons, great men who would achieve its dream.  

 

  GbimGbim came the sound from my mother’s chest,it reminded me of the effort she put while swaying the 

pestle.But only now it wasn’t a joyous occasion, we weren’t expecting a hearthy meal but the survival of our 
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part of me had left but I just couldn't think what it was. We got to the river and there it happened,woe! I had lost 

my little brother in the race.Behind us was a thick smoke,we couldn’t turn back.My legs shivered,I watched as 

my mother let loose of her breast and running like an angry buffalo ,she headed towards the direction of the 

smoke only to be held by some men before she turned to a pillar of salt. 
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PHILIP C. ABONYI 

 

 

THEY SHOT GOD 

 

     You looked at life from another angle not the same as this people. To you they were wasting their time 

thinking that they are serving the almighty but not him. Not the almighty Allah but this Jewish devil who made 

himself king and was disgraced in the Golgotha.  

     You have been sitting under a cashew tree for some minutes lost in deep thought. You laid at the stem and 

kept your wooden staff which was across your laps before, beside you. At your left was a sword sharpened three 

times to that of a razor. It was sparkling silver when you bought it but now it had stained. Stained with blood of 

this people. 

     You looked at the sword now and laughed. Your kola coloured teeth showed clear. It was too dirty that if it 

was a cloth, it must be soaked inside a detergent for four days before it could be washed off. Even your cloth 

was a twin to that your teeth. 

"I, malamHamisu have served you almighty Allah," you said looking at the sky in the eastward direction where 

you believed that the eyes of your almighty could see you. "I have lived in your will through out my stay in 

some states in this country. I have laid to rest many souls who believed not in you. I crushed them with my staff 

and stabbed life out of them. I sliced their bodies like onions to the extent that their spirits could sustained 

injuries. Yes, I did all these and here I am, Allah here I am ready to do more." You pulled up your cloth that had 

moved down your shoulders. You positioned your cap on your head in a way that your hair showed clear. It was 

ebony black, a contradiction to that of your beard which was totally grey. Your hair was a mark that your people 

were part of the local hair dye producers.  

    You were about to moved down the hill near you, to fetch water against your 3 0' clock prayer when your 

phone rang. You rushed to your cattle lying on the ground. You opened a bag tied across the stomach of one 

cattle. There was where you use to keep your phone. You then picked the call. 

"Kana lahiya." He asked. 

"Aah... Lafiyakalau." You replied with smiles.  

"Hope me I dey do the will of Allah?" You asked listening with maximum concentration to get what Yacuba 

will reply because his English is always polished and he speaks too fast.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

"Yes, my good friend. I am making Allah happy in all my endeavors. As a politician I make sure that its the 

people of Allah that rule this country. I sent many of our people out to different States to see that the will of our 

almighty is being done. Those who fail to obey his words have chosen death in the option. At least you could 

hear the the news of bombing and killings here and there. Time shall come when this country will be that of 

Allah." He stopped and was about to continued when you cut in. 

"That's good of me wallai, Allah reserves great seat for me in his kingdom. But what allahajimusa tell I of your 

daughter, Amina?" You always used bad English for Yacuba for reason best know to you.  

 

"Oh, I killed Amina months ago. She fell in love with one of those who disobey the Allah. I warned her but she 

refused. I then invited them in my house and killed them. I killed Chike and Amina that Allah will be pleased." 

He said with joy.  

"Thank me, you have done great thing for Allah, so he will not let you down. I kill am for people..." You 

wanted to tell him of 

how you killed ten men and seven pregnant women in this town; ohutu, you wanted to tell him how the people 

were angry and seemed to be preparing to revenge but you weren't scared of them, you wanted to tell him that 

you will do more and face them,you also wanted to tell him that Ibrahim travelled to sokoto to collect guns from 

one of you living there. And will be returning back with other men today, but he had gone off the line. You 

sighed and started moving down the hill with brown kettle in your left hand. 

  

 

*           *              *                *                 * 

 

    In 30 minutes time you were back, sweating like a man who has finished cultivating three plots of land. There 

was blood in your hands. You were also breathing like a fat pig.  

   You were sitting now with Ibrahim who had returned with the guns and other men. They were so terrified 

when they saw you. They thought you have fought with some of the people of ohutu somewhere inside the 

bush, but because you were alive they became a bit relieved. 

"What happened, Hamisu?" Ibrahim asked when they saw you. You smiled and told them to seat down. It was 

only Ibrahim who sat down. Others stood in alertness for war. You began.  

"I went to stream to fetch water this morning. There, I saw a girl of ohutu who came to fetch water too. I told 

her to help me and fetch water and when she bent to fetch the water for me, I grabbed her at the waist and raped 

her. It was blood from her sacred part that is on my hands. She was a virgin." You said with smiles. Other men 

burst out of laughter and started praising you. You continued. 

 

 



 

 

 

"I wanted to rape her to death but unfortunately, she pushed me away and ran home. But with great pain." They 

started laughing again but their laughter was cut off so sudden.  

"Wait oh," you rose , "where is the big cattle that i use to keep my phone on?" You asked looking around but 

you couldn't found it. Other men rose and searched through the bush all to no avail. 

Ibrahim remembered he saw a cattle in church of ohutu, while coming back from sokoto today. He told you and 

your mind started burning with great anger. Your face deepened with wrinkles. your hands quaking for war. 

 

*            *             *             *              * 

 

   The church of ohutu was filled to the brim today. Godson the priest of ohutu parish was in the alter, telling the 

congregation of how a woman of ohutu living in city of Onitsha has brought a cattle to the God, that she was 

saved from  hands of a pastor who asked her to sleep with him so that she will get a child. And how God had 

made her pregnant after participating in the church programme when she came home for Christmas last year.  

     Godson was still talking when gun shots started falling on the roof of the church. Every body was terrified to 

the extent that some who could, ran away through the door that opened to the backyard. Godson, was totally 

confused, he didn't know what to do.  

     He now said a short prayer and was about to moved outside to know who was behind this when you jumped 

into the church with gun. The other men stood outside surrounding the church.  

"What?..." Godson tried to talked to you but was cut off.  

 

     A woman who had escaped before  you entered, had rushed to a police station to inform the police.  

"Police, they have come again, they..." The woman said choked by hard breathing. 

"Where?" Some policemen clutched their guns and rushed outside. She followed. They entered a van and 

kicked off to the church. A policeman asked the woman who has invaded the church and when she replied that 

its the herdsmen, he ordered that the van should be stopped. when it stopped they chased the woman down and 

reversed. They told her that they are not Jesus who died for the world.   

     When the woman went back to the church as she could not hear the gunshots again, she saw crowd of 

people. Their faces were bitter and each folded their hands across their chests. she walked through the crowd 

and entered the church. She wailed as she saw Godson lying on the floor in pool of blood with some of the 

congregation. She look at the sprout eyes of Godson in pain, his  white cloth soaked in blood, she 

screamed."Oh, they even  shot the God!" She gave a deep sigh and started moving out. Tears drilling down her 

cheek. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you have any comment, review or feedback on this anthology? Send directly to our editors. 

 

 

Or send us a message at info@myaceworld.net  
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